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ELISABETH YORK FALL COLLECTION FOCUSES ON MOOD, HANDCRAFTED ELEGANCE 

NEWPORT NEWS, Va.,— Luxury bedding brand, ELISABETH YORK will introduce its Fall 2018 line during the Atlanta 
Home and Gift Market July 10-16. 
 
 With a focus on handcrafted elegance and the creation of mood through texture and color, the fall collection 
delves even further into the home fashion world’s velvet trend with new intros teeming with sumptuous texture 
and the perfect amount of drama.  
 
The Vela quilt, available in Ivory and Ink, inspires two completely different moods with its diverse colorways. 
Quilted by hand, Vela has features a soft velvet face, backed with sheeting fabric for a light, cool feel for 
comfortable sleeping.  
 
A dramatic Ink colorstory spans the collection, creating a moody atmosphere with its rich tone in decadent fabrics 
and handcrafted designs. Boasting the deep blue hue, the Sancia, Carine, and Alida pillows all lend an inspired 
elegance with hand stitching and intricate embellishments. 
 
Previously available in Granite, the Tinsley Dove Collection makes its debut as a second color option with a fresh 
aesthetic. Handcrafted with texture and a subtle sheen, the tailored herringbone design and understated channel 
stitching of Tinsley evokes an allover sophisticated appeal.  
 
The fall 2018 collection will be on display at ELISABETH YORK’s permanent showrooms during summer markets in 
Atlanta, Dallas and Las Vegas, as well as Highpoint Market in October. 
 
For more information on the ELISABETH YORK brand, visit elisabethyork.com.  

### 

ELISABETH YORK celebrates beauty near and far. The brand represents the comforts of home and nature, drawing 
inspiration from our Virginia roots, New England escapes, and the subtle beauty that surrounds us in our everyday 
lives. Elements and influences from around the globe lend surprising twists to classic style. ELISABETH YORK offers 
effortless elegance that comes from layering textures and patterns with an unexpected mix of details. 
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